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Abstract
A connected gaph c is primitive provided thers exists a positive integer
/r such that for each pair of vertices u and v in G there is a walk of length
t that connects u and v. The smallest of such positive integers /c is called
the exponent of G and is denoted by exp(G). In this paper, we give a new
bound on exponont of primitive graphs G in terms of the length of the
smallest cycle of G. We show that the new bound is sharp and
generalizes the bounds given by Shao and Liu et. al.
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l. Introduction
Ft G b" a finite graph on z vertices. we follow notation and terminologies of graphs inBrualdi and Ryser [l]. Particularly, a.n'alk of length lz from a yertex z Io a vertex y is a
sequence ofedges ofthe form
{u = vo, v, }, {v r,v r}, {v r,v u1,..., lv._1,v.}
or
lg 
-11 -V2 -... -lm_t - Vm .
A walk v connecting vertices u andv is abb,reviated by a tm-walk or w- and its length is
denoted by l(w*). A w-path is a zv-walk with no rcpeated verlices except possibly z:u.
A ryrylk is opez providedlhatu*v, and is closed otherwise. A cycle is a closed path and
a loop is a cycle of length l. A gaph G is conrrected provided that for e..tt p** or
vertices u andv in G there is a nr-walk connecting u andi. A tree is a connected graph
yhic! has no cycles' A connected graph G is primitite provided there is a positive iritegert such that for each pair of vertices u andv there is a uv-walkof length t the smallest of
such positive integer t is called the expnent of frrc gaph G and is deioted by exp(G). The
expgncnt set of graphs on n vertices is the set of all possible exponents oi g*pti o, ,
vertices.
The following proposition (see [l]) gives necessary and suffrcient conditions forprimitivity of a connected graph.
Proposition l. Let G be a connected graph. The graph G is primitive if and only if G has
qtcle of odd lengtlt"
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Research on exponents of strongly connected directed graph dated back in 1950 and was
initiated by Wielandt (see [4, 5]). For a primitive directed gaph D on n vertices Wielan&
showed that the exp(D) S (n 
- 
l)'+ l. Dulmage and Mendelsohn (see[]) give a bound of
exponent of primitive directed graph in terms of the length of the smallest directed cycles.
TheyshowthatforaprimitivedirectedgraphDonzverticestheexp(D)<n+s(n-2),
u{rere s is the lengt}r of the smallest cycle in D.
For a primitive graph on n vertices, Shao (see [3]) showed that the exp(G) S 2n - Z.
Moreover Shao showed that the exponent set of graphs on z vertices is the set {1, 2, . . ., 2n
- 
2 )\S, where $" is the set of odd integers in the closed interval ln,2n - 21. For primitive
lmpless graphs G on n vertices, Liu et.al (see [2]) showed that the exponent set of such
graphs is the set {2, 3, ...,2n - 4}\S, where S, is the set of odd integers in the closed
interval fn * 2,2n - 51. Irt G be a primitive graph on n vertices with the smallest odd
cycle of length s. This paper gives new upper botmd for exp(G; in terms of s. We show
that this bound is sharp and generalizes the bounds given by Shao and Liu et.al.
2. Facts about primitive graphs
This section discusses several facts concerning primitive graphs. One feature ofprimitive
graphs is given by the following lemma that says for each pair of vertices u and y tlere is a
zv-walk of length even.
The following proposition guarantees that any ry-walk oflength even can be extended to a
longer nu-walk of any length even.
Lemma 2. Let G be a connected graph and let w a uv-walk. Thenw can be extended to a
w-walk of length t > l(w)+2k for every positive integer k.
Lemme 3. Let G be a primitive graph. Then every w-path can be extended to o uv-walk
oflength even.
Proof. Since G is a primitive graph G has a cycle C ofodd length. Since G is connected,
for each vertex v in G\c and a vertex c in the cycle c there is a vc-path that connects v and
the vertex c.
Irt a and v be any two vertices in G. Supposep- is any au-path that connects z and v. If
the length of p,, is eveiq thenp,, is a rzv.walk of length even and we are done. So we
assume that the length of p,, is odd. We consider tlree cases. They are the case when p-
and C have one vert€x in common, p- and C have a path in common, andp,, and C have
no vertax in common.
Case 1: The pathpu, and C have a vertex in common.
Suppose c is the vertex in common between the path p* and the cycle C. Hence the path
pw amt be decomposed into the pafi p* and the path p*. Consider the nv-walk ra created
by moving from z to y as follows. We start at u and follow the path p* from z to c, then
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follow the cycle c back to c, and finally follow the path p* from c and end at y. Then ry is
a nr-walk of length even.
Case 2: The pathp,, and C have a path in common.
suppose path p* is the path in common between the path p- and the cycle c. Then ttre
l* p- can be decomposed into tk path p*, po Md pn. Let u be ttre wait ttrat starts at a,
f_ollows the path p," to c, follows the cycle c back to c, follows the path po to x, and
finally follows the pathp- to end at y. Then u is a ry-walk of length even.
Case 3: The pathp- and C have no vertex in common.
lnl pu"be a path that connects the vertex z and a vertex c in the cycle c. The walk w that
starts at z, follows the path p* to the vertex c in c, moves around the cycle c back to c,
follows the path p", back to z, and finally follows the path p- to y is a lnrwalk of length
even.
Therefore,eachn pathcanbeextendedtoazr.walkoflengtheven. r
Similarly one can show the following fact.
LgT_." 4 kt G be a prinitive graph rhen every uv-path can be extended to a uv-walk of
odd length.
3. New upper bound for exponents
fn thil sgction we glve a new upper bound for exponent of a primitive graph in terms of the
length of the smallest odd cycle. We then show that our bound is strarp'arit generalizes the
bounds given by Shao and Liu et.al. lrt G be a primitive graph and iet c fr the smallest
cycle of odd length s in G. Let a be a vertex in G but not in I and,let p,,be a path that
connects u and a vertex x in c. kt r(p*) b the length of the pathp- and define
l= 
"ffi"u{P*)}
Theorem 5 Let G be a primitive graphwith smallest cycle of length s. Then
exp(G)< s+21-1.
Proof.lrtcbetherycle c1 
-cz-...-cs-t-c"-c1 of lengths.Foreachpairofverticesa
and v in G, we show there is a arrwalk of leng& s + 2t 
-1. we note that since s is odd,
then s+2/-liseven. l*tpobe azv-paththatconnects uandv.Itisnothardtoshowthat
foreachgairof verticeszandvthereisauu-pathsuchthat ((p*r<s+2t-1. Ifp,,isof
even lengtll lrmma 2 guarantees that the pathp- can be extended to a uv-walk of length
s + 2l 
-1. So we assume that p* is of odd length. Lemma 3 guarantees that the path-p,"
can be extended to a arrwalk w oflength even. Next we show that we can choose the ay-
walk v such that the length of ru is exactlys+21,-1. we consider two cases: the case
whenp- and c have vertices in common and the case whenp, and c have no vertices in
common.
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Case 1. The pathp,, and the cycle C have vertices in common.
we claim that there is a uv-walk r,v such that /(u) is even and /(ru) < s+ 2/-1. suppose
the path p,, and the cycle c have exactly one vertex in common c. Then the walk u that
starts at u, moves to c along the path pn", moves along the cycle c back to c, and finaly
moves to v along the path p- is a zv-walk of length even. Since p,, is of odd length, thenl(p*) = l,(p,")+ l(p*) <2t-l.This implies l(w) < s +2t-1. proposition 2 implies
tlere is a ny-walk of length exactly s + 2t 
-L
Now assume that the path p,, and the cycle c have more than one vertex in common.
without loss of generality l€t the path c, 
- 
ci+l 
- 
... 
- 
ci+&+l be the path of length * that
lies in both p* and C. Consider the path p , where p , is the path
ci 
- 
Ci_t 
-,.. - q -Cs - Cs_t -... - Ci+k+l
The pathp started at vertex ,,, moves to vertex c, along the path pu,",, *re,-movos to
vertex ci+r+l along the pa|dl. p', and finally mov€s to vertex v along the path pr_*n*,,, is a
,n path of length even. More over l.(p)3 s +2t-l.l*mma 2 implies that we can find a
rn walk of length exactly s + 2/ 
- 
l.
Case 2. The pathp,, and the cycle C have no vertex in common.
In this case all w-ptb in G have no vertex in common with the cycle c. This implies there
is arooted subtree 7of Grooted atc rnc suchthat both vertices uurdv are in z we
coasider two cases. They are the case when y is in the uc-path from a to c and the case
when v is not in the zc-path. suppose v is in the zc-path. Then the walk w that starts at n,
moves to v alols_the w/dnpnn moves to c along the pathp*, moves around the cycle c and
back to c, and finally moves to v along *re path p* ii a av-walk of even length. Sincel(p*)< l,tJrcnt(w)3 s+2t-r. Hence kmma 2 implies that there is a 
^'walk of lengthexasfly s+21-1.
Now assume v does not lie in_the uc-rrrt}. since the pathp- is of odd lengtfu the length of
pu" ofid pn" are not the same. without loss of generality we may assume trrat trre pattr p* is
shorter than tlrc path p*, that is t(p,") </(p* ). Notices that the walk u that starts at u,
moves along the pathp* to c, moves around the cycle c and back to c, and finally moves
along the pafi p- and ends at v, is a nrwalk of length even. Moreover, t(w)s s+2t-l
and hence Lemma 2 guarantess that we can furd a nrrwalk of length exactly s+zt-1.
Now we can conclude that for each pair of vertices u and v in G, there is a zrrwalk of
lengthexactly s+21-l.Hencethe exp(G)< s+2!.-1. r
N91ic9 tnat the bound given in Theorem 5 implies that in order to have a primitive graph
with large exponenl then the graph should have small value ofs and large value of /. As
a direct consequence of Theorem 5 we have the following corollary.
Corollary 6 Let G be a primittue graph on n vertices. If G has a loop, then the exp(e 32n-2. Afuru'ise, the exp{G)<2n-4.
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Proof. If Ghasaloop,thens=l.Thisimpliesl<n-l.Theorem5impliesexp(G) <2n-
2. lt G has no loops, then .r > 3 and / < n 
- 
3. Theorem 5 implies exp(G) 5 2n 
- 
4.
I
Let G be a connected graph on z vertices, l.et C cr-cz-...-cs_r-c"-cl be a cycle of
lengthsinG. I,etP bethepath vs-Vs+l *...-vnof lengthn-s.A (vo,v,)Jollipopisa
connected graph consisting of a cycle C of length s and a path P of length a 
- 
s. For
example, Figure I gives a (v6,vn)-lollipop.
... -----o
Fig. l. (v 6,v 
")-lol lipop
Shao shows that the gaph G that attains the bound exp(G) 
= 
2n-2 is the (v1,v,)-lollipop.
While Liu et.al. show that the graph that attains the bound exp(G) < 2n 
- 
4 is the (v3,v,).
lollipop.
The following theorem shows that the bound given by Theorem 5 is actually a sharp
bound.
Theorem 7. Ict G be a (v,,v,)lollipop and s is odd. Then exp{G) : 2n 
- 
s 
- 
L
Proof. Sirrce l=n-5, Theorem 5 impliesthat exp(G)< s+21,-l=2n-s-1. Itremains
to show that exp(G) 2 2n 
- 
s 
- 
l. Notice that the smallest closed walk of odd length from
v, to itself is of length 2a 
- 
s. This implies there is no closed walk of length 2n 
- 
s 
- 
2 from
," to itself. Hence the ex(G) ) 2n- s 
- 
l. I
As a direct consequence of Theorem 7 we have the following corollary tlrat gives a
formula for enponents ofcycles oflength odd.
Corollary 8. Let G be a cycle oflength odd n Then the exp(G): n 
- 
l.
We note that Theorem 7 and Corollary 8 give classes of primitive graphs that attain the
upper bound given in Theorem 5. The following theorem gives a more general class of
primitive gmphs that attain the bound in Theorem 5. We employ the following
terminologies. Aforest is a disconnected graph which has no cycles. A cycle-forest is a
connected graph with exacfly one cycle. A typical example of a cycle forest is given by
Figure 2.
Theorem 9. Let G be a cycle-forest on n vertices with the cycle of length s. Then
exP(G)=s+2/-1.
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Fig. 2. A cycleforest.
Proof, I-etCbethecycleinGof length s.l*tabeavertexinGlCandxbeavertexinC
such that
I = l(p d) = rcmax r"lt(O *)l
Notice tlat for each pair of vertices a and v in G ttrere is a mrpath p- frtr
l(p*)<s+21-1. Proposition 2 guarantees that for each pair of vertices u atd,v n G
there is a m-walk v- of length exactly s+2t-1. Hence, exp(G) < s+2t-1. We note
that the srnallest closed walk w* of odd length is the walk that starts at a, moves to,
along the pa;th p*, moves around the cycle C once and back to.x, and finally moves back
to a along the path p- . The length of this walk is s + 21. This implies there is no closed
walk from a to a in G of length s+2/-l.Hence exp(G)> s+24-1. Now we can
concludethat exp(G)=51f,7-1. r
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